
SUIT BUYING 101



When you see someone wearing a great suit,
ask them where they got it. 

Don’t be afraid to talk to guys about their
suit. Most men take pride talking about their
suit.

Go to a professional tailor to measure you.
Understand their styles if they suit you. 

Some really good tailors do not do
advertising. You won't find them unless you
ask somebody. 

When choosing a tailor, be clear about what
you want, your price point, and your style. 

Be open to tailor's advice for  your body.

finding the tailor 

to do your Suit



types of suits

off the rack

made to measure

bespoke suit



off the rack

Pre-made suits that you might need

some alterations.

Made of cheaper material.

Machine made. 

Doesn’t have a working cuff. The

buttons don’t work, which is a sign of a

well-made suit. 

Always leave one button undone when

wearing a bespoke or made-to-measure

suit.  Usually don’t have working

pockets, they are sewn shut.



Tips on buying 

off the rack suits:

Must fit the shoulders perfectly.

Changing shoulder width is very

difficult on a suit, make sure the

shoulders fit appropriately and

everything else can be changed.

Jacket is key. Make sure that you’re

focused on the jacket size.



made to measure

Great mid-range system.  Mid to high

range pricing.

There are pre-cut patterns to general

body types, then the tailor would alter

the patterns to your measurements. 

Usually takes 8 weeks. Allow additional

2 weeks for additional fittings. 

Allows full control on style, design,

material, lining, buttons, pockets,

stitching, and other details.



bespoke suit

The word “bespoke” came from the

suiting/tailoring word. The word

bespoke is most known for its

"centuries-old relationship" with tailor-

made suits.

The pattern is not pre-made, making it

fit even better. Everything is made for

you. 

Hand made. 

Full control

Costs between $20-50,000.



Alexander

Amosu

Vanquish  

US$100,000

Brioni 

Vanquish II 

US$45,000

Kiton K50

US$60,000


